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Message from the Guest Editors

Formal treatment of the forestry–wildlife topic generally
dates to the late 1980s and early 1990s, initiated by intense
criticism of practices used to manage public forests
worldwide, the evolution of ecosystem management as a
philosophy, increased regulatory attention to forest-
dependent species, and the publication of seminal works
on the topic of holistic forest planning. The mid 1990s and
early 2000s corresponded to significant changes in how
forested landscapes were used, with production demand
being met by private land.  This pattern holds today in
most countries (with the notable exception of Canada).
Part of this shi  included intensification of silviculture, with
greater emphasis on plantation-style and shorter-rotation
forestry. These conditions have substantial implications for
wildlife conservation, and perhaps now more than ever
provide an opportunity to integrate silvicultural, harvest
prescription, and wildlife management activities.
We solicit papers based on field research or literature
reviews demonstrating how forest management practices
affect wildlife, focusing on applied outcomes relevant to
major timber-producing regions of the world.
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Message from the Editorial Board

Forests (ISSN 1999-4907) is an international and cross-
disciplinary, scholarly forestry journal. The distinguished
editorial board and refereeing process ensures the highest
degree of scientific rigor and review of all published
articles. Original research articles and timely reviews are
released online, with unlimited free access.

Our goal is to have  Forests be recognized as one of the
foremost publication outlets for high quality, leading edge
research in this broad and diverse field. We therefore invite
you to be one of our authors, and in doing so share your
important research findings with the global forestry
community.
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